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ABSTRACT applied it to the practical design of automobile interiors.
This paper describes the influence of visual stimulation on the The functions of this system are summarized in Fig. 1. This

tactual sense in a mixed-reality environment; i.e., how a tactual system enables a visual simulation of interior design, where a user
impression of a real object is affected by seeing a superimposed touches real objects on which images are superimposed. Various
image of a different type of material. combinations of colors and shapes can be tried out, and also

If the behavior and the extent of such an influence, a sort of materials different from what he/she actually touches.
illusion, are investigated in detail, the objects composed of a This raises a question how do people perceive the object if its
limited variety of materials can be perceived differently. This visual and tactile information is different? He/she might feel
would be useful in the field of digital engineering. Therefore, we discomfort, but the tactile sense can in fact be affected by the
performed various experiments systematically. visual sense. If it is veridical, it can be a kind of illusion.

Therefore, it is extremely interesting from a scientific viewpoint
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.5. 1 [Multimedia to investigate in what situation the influence (illusion) occurs, and

Information Systems]: Artificial, augmented, and virtual how it affects a person. Investigating the extent of such an
realities- influence would be useful in industry, because only a limited

Additional Keywords: mixed reality, tactual impression, number of objects would need to be prepared to allow the user to
texture perception, digital manufacturing, influence of visual perceive a variety of materials.
stimulation Thus, we decided to study the influence of visual stimulation on

the tactile sense in an MR environment. For the first stage, we
I INTRODUCTION focused on surface roughness, and performed various experiments

to investigate any change in perception. These experiments
Mixed reality (MR) technology, which merges real and virtual provided interesting and promising results.

worlds, has thus far been investigated and implemented mainly in
the visual sense. A user wearing a see-through head-mounted 3 RELATED WORK
display (HMD) can see a composite image, made of a computer- As mentioned above, this study is inspired by the industrial
generated image (CGI) mixed with a real scene, in front of application of MR technology in [1]. Biocca et al. indicate that
him/her in real time. MR is a powerful extension of conventional users could feel physical resistance (e.g., gravity and inertia)
virtual reality (VR) technology that can handle only a computer- while moving virtual objects with their first two fingers in a VR
generated electronic environment. MR is superior to VR in that environment without haptic devices [2]. Similar to our study, the
not everything in the environment the user experiences needs to influence in an MR environment is investigated by Nakahara et al.
be electronically modeled. That is, only necessary items are [3], who showed the influence of visual information on the tactile
electronically modeled, and they are merged with objects existing sense.
in the real world. Thus, MR opens up a new frontier of practical
applications. 4 EXPERIMENTS

2 MOTIVATION 4.1 MR System and Preparation
Versatile and general purpose visual or auditory displays The experimental overview of this study is shown in Table 1.

already exist, e.g., TV monitors and audio speakers. However In the experiments, we adopted an MR system with a video see-
there are no such tactile or haptic displays and only displays with through mechanism that visually merges the real and virtual
limited representative functions have been developed. In this worlds. Wearing an HMD, the user can see a CGI texture-mappedregard, there is a room for utilizing visual MR. One possible use is onto a CG model with high geometric precision.
superimposing electronic data onto an object while a user Table 2 describes the specifications of the HMD. For use as
perceives the presence of a real object by grasping or pressing it.
In fact, such a usage has been already implemented. One study [1]
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Table 1 Experimental overview
Ex. 1.1 Ex. 1.2 Ex. 2.1 Ex. 2.2 Ex. 2.3

Real Object plastic cloth/leather plastic
CGI plastic cloth/leather various textures

Surface flat surface curved surface curved surface
Shape *without a priorknowledge *with a prior knowledge

l [CGI ] _ ^ [ CGI0

Image Real Object ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~RealObject

texture images, we prepared several materials, as shown in Fig. 2. Table 2 Specifications of HMD
Thirteen subjects participated in each experiment. HMD Canon VH-2002

4.2 Preliminary Experiments Viewing Angle (V/H) 37/51 deg
Weight 327 g

We prepared four plates with different roughnesses, made by Resolution VGA (640 x 480 pixels)
rapid prototyping (RP), which is a process of creating a physical Video 1/0 NTSC
3D-object from a geometrical data with high accuracy and
convenience (Fig. 3). Pairs of these plates with the same Cloth Stone
roughness were placed in front of the subject, and texture images
of plates with different roughness were superimposed onto each of U
them. The subject touched them and identified which he/she felt ,.Leather.Lubber.Steel
rougher under the pair comparison method.

LahrLbe

It can be said that the subjects felt a difference between the
objects, even though they touched the objects with same Plastic Wood
roughness. This made it clear that the tactile sense is affected by
visual information.
4.3 Main and Extended Experiments: Fig. 2 Various texture images to be superimposed

Texture Representation by MR Visual Stimulation
We mapped a variety of texture images onto a plate that 30mm

appeared to have similar roughness compared to the plates in the - - -- 10 m
images. We then extended the experiments to curved objects,
which have four different surface roughnesses. At this stage, the
method of touching was changed from "stroking" to "stroking and (a) roughest (b) rougher
grabbing," to allow the subjects to handle the objects naturally. s z
Using flat surfaces the experiment demonstrated that subjects 1,/5\/ \/m\20\m

perceived the feeling of the mapped material when the coarseness VV
was visually and tactually similar. However, when the surface was (c) smoother (d) smoothest
curved, they felt discomfort of hardness for certain materials made
of cloth and leather. This might be caused by the peculiar nature Fig. 3 Four different roughnesses of RP objects
of grabbing; the subjects felt hardness more clearly than when
stroking [4]. This discomfort did not decrease even though the
subjects were given a prior knowledge that the object they would This study produced very interesting and promising results. It
be touching was going to be hard. can be said that we can create a tactile illusion for RP objects only

if an appropriate texture image of a solid material is selected
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS carefully (e.g., wood or stone, and not leather).

In this paper, we performed experiments to determine the REFERENCES
effects of visual stimulation on tactile senses when a textured

rea obec in anM .nirnet [1] T. Ohshima, T. Kuroki, H. Yamamoto, and H. Tamura: "A mixedimage was superimposed onto a real object in an MR environment.
reality system with visual and tangible interaction capability," Proc.The results can be summarized as follows:
2nd IEEE and ACM Int. Symp. on Mixed and Augmented Reality

(1) Tactual impressions can be intentionally changed by providing (ISMAR 03), pp. 284-285, 2003
appropriate visual stimulation. [2] I. Rock, and C. S. Harris: "Vision and touch," Scientific American,(2) When superimposing the texture image of existing physical vol. 216, pp. 96-104, 1967
materials onto an artificial RP product, human subjects [3] M. Nakahara, I. Kitahara, and Y. Ohta: "Sensory property in fusion
perceived the expected tactile illusion only when the of visual/haptic cues by using mixed reality," Proc. World Haptics
coarseness of visual and tactile textures was almost the same. 2007, pp. 565-566, 2007

(3) It seems unreasonable to superimpose the texture image of a [4] S. J. Lederman and R. L. Klatzky: "Extracting object properties
soft material onto a harder material, such as a plastic. through haptic exploration," Acta Psychologica, 84, pp. 29-40, 1993
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